Share Your Story: Urge Congress to Provide Financial Relief for Naturopathic Physicians

We need your help to let Congress know how you have been impacted by COVID-19, and urge them to provide direct economic relief to all licensed naturopathic doctors and their small businesses, students, and academic and professional institutions. Learn more & take action!

Did you know you have complimentary access to Natural Medicines Database with your AANP membership? Don't miss out on free access to the most authoritative resource available on dietary supplements, natural medicines, and complementary, alternative, and integrative therapies. Learn more.

Now more than ever, our members rely on business coaching programs tailored to your specific practice needs. That is why the AANP has partnered with expert speakers to provide you with practice development that will help you pivot strategically during the pandemic. View the nearly one dozen webinars we have curated to help your business thrive during this time. View our business coaching webinars & podcasts here.

Latest News for the Profession
Why Should You Register for AANP Virtual Convention 2020?

AANP’s [Virtual Convention 2020](#) will combine several elements to foster the community-feel that we cherish, including:

- A fun interactive virtual convention platform where you’ll be able to connect with colleagues through live chats, enter video conference breakout rooms with small groups, and customize a combination of live and recorded lectures to meet your CE requirements and schedule.
- "Watch Parties!" Based on regional availability and public health guidelines, we will help participants get together in smaller community "pods" to attend the Convention.
- A virtual exhibit hall, where you’ll still be able to meet with your favorite vendors, learn about new ones, and take advantage of the great discounts and promos they offer that you need now more than ever!

Learn more and register at the button below and stay tuned for more updates!

[LEARN MORE](#)

AANP Town Hall with AANP President Dr. Robert Kachko

You are invited to a profession-wide AANP Town Hall on the COVID-19 Crisis as a way to exchange ideas, share what’s working to keep your practices going, learn how to communicate with patients, and offer suggestions of where you need support from the AANP.

Join AANP President Rob Kachko, ND, LAc and Executive Director Laura Farr tomorrow ([Thursday, April 30 4:30 pm, PDT / 7:30 pm, EDT](#)) to discuss:

- What resources the AANP has compiled to help NDs navigate the COVID pandemic,
- What your immediate needs are in your practice
- How the AANP can continue to support the naturopathic community moving forward.

[LEARN MORE & REGISTER](#)

2021 Board Nominations Now Open!

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2021-2022 AANP Board of Directors. This year we will elect a
President-Elect and four (4) Directors of the Board. All terms commence on January 1, 2021.

Election to an AANP Board Director position is open to any eligible member. The AANP Board encourages all eligible members who are interested in lending their voice and experience to the Board to apply through this nominations process. Election of Directors is conducted by an annual vote of the membership. Please note: The deadline for submitting completed nominations packets to the AANP office is Saturday, May 9th, 2020. The online election will be held from June 11th through July 9th, 2020.

AANP Thanks Corporate Partner Fullscript for Contribution to State Advocacy Grant Program

The AANP wishes to thank Platinum Corporate Partner Fullscript for contributing to the state advocacy grant program. Thanks to the support of corporate partners like Fullscript, the AANP has awarded $115,500 in grants to state ND associations since the grant program began in 2016. And since then, FIVE states have passed bills to regulate NDs! Four of the five states that passed licensure or registration bills were AANP advocacy grant recipients. Together, we CAN achieve licensure in all 50 states!

OncANP Offering Conference Recordings at a Discount

In an effort to support their members during these uncertain times, the OncANP has increased accessibility of several of their most recent and popular recordings to members and non-members. If you’re in need of high-quality, recent CE, #OncANP2020 recordings (one of their most well-reviewed conferences yet) are available to you at a significant discount.

Upcoming Events: Thriving In Times of Crisis with Drs. Mike Smith & Charles Webb
Practices all over America are making major positive changes in the current COVID-19 crisis while providing patients with an even higher quality of care. On Thursday, May 7, 7:00-8:00 pm EDT, discover what these practices are doing and how you can make the same changes in the next 21 days! You will learn:

- How this health crisis is providing practices with a significant and surprising opportunity.
- The most important change you must make immediately.
- Practices that are currently thriving and practices that are struggling … and why there’s a difference!
- How to communicate: What you should be saying to current and prospective patients … and what you shouldn’t be saying!
- What’s really on the minds of your patients right now … this will surprise you … it’s not what you’re thinking.
- How to make important changes and how it’s easy to make them!

LEARN MORE & REGISTER

Meet Your Board

Dr. Karen Frangos credits her grandfather for her dedicated work ethic, though when she's not working, she can be found on the beaches of Maui volunteering to help endangered sea turtles! Learn more about Dr. Frangos here.

Member Spotlight

Have you had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Suneil Jain yet? Dr. Jain shares what prompted him to become a naturopathic doctor and why he values AANP membership. Read more.

Partner Spotlight

In 1969, Klaire Labs® was founded on a promise of purity, potency, and performance. Over fifty years later, the company continues to meet that promise, as both a pioneer in the health supplement industry and a standard bearer for professional-grade nutrition. Read more.

Career Corner

View the latest open positions on our job board, including:

- ND or ND/LAc – Westbrook, CT
- Intern – Seattle, WA
Q: How have you been able to adjust as a licensed ND during this time to telehealth/telemedicine practice with the help of AANP resources?

A: Although I'm not currently seeing patients, I have worked closely with groups like the AANP and American Society of Acupuncturists to ensure students and practitioners are aware of regulatory changes happening to help keep them in business. I graduated less than 12 months ago and learned nothing of telemedicine in school – even in this day and age! My recently-graduated colleagues – and myself when I see patients – wouldn't have the confidence or knowledge to successfully pivot their practice to a virtual platform. To extend the trainings and resources to the entire profession, not just their membership, demonstrates where the heart and focus of the AANP is: the profession as a whole, not just its members. — Blake Langley, ND, MSOM, Lac